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One visual medium that is rather overlooked these days was particularly suited to the proclamation of great deeds and the 
insinuation of the always so fashionable flair of Antiquity, namely medallic art. This paper presents a selection of case studies 
exploring the use of ancient topoi illustrated on medals, and studying the purpose and significance of medals depicting 
early modern Swedish monarchs. Questions will be raised about how references to classical literature such as Ovid, Vergil or 
Horace are combined within the limits of a medal and in what way are the classical references reused and adapted to the new 
context. The aim of this paper is to provide a complement to the iconographic analysis by paying particular attention to the 
inscriptions and their connection to the images presented on medals. Subsequently, this will shed light on the innovative 
usage of classical literature on medals from early modern Sweden.
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Introduction

 UT MEA SIT, SERVATA MEA VIRTUTE (that she be mine saved by my valour) – so reads the inscription written 
on the reverse of a medal issued by the Swedish King Gustav III (1746-1792; fig. 1).1 The text derives from Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses and relates to Perseus claiming Andromeda after he saved her from the sea-monster Ceto.2 Like-
wise, the image illustrated on the medal shows the mythological story. It portrays Perseus standing in the centre of 
the image right between Ceto and the semi-naked Andromeda, who is chained to a rock. Perseus flashes Medusa’s 
deadly head in front of the gaping monster, thereby slaying Ceto and saving the shackled princess. By looking at 
the obverse, which depicts Gustav III’s portrait, the viewer of the medal readily detects that the story of Perseus 
illustrated on the medal’s reverse is supposed to allude to Gustav’s III deeds, but who is he saving and claiming? 
The simple answer is Sweden, which is usually rendered as a woman when personified. From 1719 to 1772 Swe-
den was a parliamentary monarchy and it was time known as the Age of Liberty. During these years, the king 
wielded limited political power, and Sweden was ruled by a parliamentary government, consisting of two parties, 
the Caps and the Hats.3 The parties were utterly divided, and according to Gustav III, their animosities left Sweden 
open to threats from abroad. Subsequently, on the 19th of August 1772, Gustav III seized power by overthrowing 
the government. He did so by way of a coup d’état, and just as Perseus surprised the monster with Medusa’s dead-
ly look, so too Gustav III stunned everyone with his non-violent revolution. Thus, just like Perseus saved Androm-
eda, Gustav III freed Sweden from the ‘grips of anarchy’. Gustav III wished to commemorate this event by issuing a 
medal, which he could distribute to friends and foes, and on the medal, the king not only incorporates Perseus’s 
noble virtues but by ‘freeing’ Sweden he is also transformed into a hero himself.4 
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 The story of Perseus was particularly suited to illustrate Gustav III’s deed. The Olympic gods rewarded 
Perseus and turned him after his long life into a stellar constellation, and no doubt, Gustav III, an enlightened 
despot, was reaching for the stars as well. Gustav III consciously engaged medals to express, legitimise and, most 
of all, spread his claim to the royal power. Inspired by Louis XIV and his Histoire Métallique5, Gustav III commis-
sioned medals illustrating his life and accomplishments, and he meticulously employed ancient heroes to his 
advantage.6 All in all, the lustre of Antiquity provided a timeless narrative of heroic endeavour that was meant to 
be associated with Gustav III.7

 This particular medal was one of the objects that would be included in Gustav III’s own Histoire Métallique, 
and it presents a case where image and text are well-linked as both relate to the same literary source.8 Most com-
monly, however, this would not be the case, as the image and the inscription could derive from different sources, 
thereby not revealing their connection at first sight. This would make the interpretation of a medal more challeng-
ing, and sometimes this was what the issuer wished for. The ‘main message’ of a medal was supposed to be ostensi-
ble, not least through the portrait depicted on the obverse, yet the image on the reverse could carry an additional 
underlying riddle waiting to be solved. Medals were once popular conversation pieces inviting the viewer to consult 
all his or her knowledge of history, culture and politics while deciphering them. The viewer, the recipient of the med-
al, would contemplate obverse and reverse, turn it around in his hand, and simply engage with the object in order 
to interpret all details hidden on its surface. To sum up, multiple layers of meaning are an essential part of medal art.
 The quest to disentangle these underlying layers of possible interpretations, which are presented by im-
age and text, has inspired various research on medals.9 This paper will follow this tradition and present case 
studies exploring how ancient literary sources were reused on medals from the 17th and 18th centuries depicting 
Swedish monarchs.10 The aim of this paper is to provide a complement to the iconographic analysis of medals by 
paying particular attention to the inscriptions and their connection to the images. 
 Roughly 45 medal editions depicting Swedish royals that were manufactured between the years 1560 -1792 
(which I study in my thesis) employ inscriptions with clear references to antique literature. To provide a represen-
tative selection, I have chosen examples that demonstrate the most frequently recurring methods of adapting 
the literary source, but likewise the greatest diversity in the application of antique references.11 Questions will be 
asked about how references to classical literature such as Ovid, Vergil or Horace are combined within the limits of 
the medal. In what way are the classical topoi12 reused and adapted to the new context?  Thereby, this paper seeks 
to contribute to the overall topic of this volume ‘Afterlife of Antiquity’ by offering examples that not least because 
of the geographical distance have not immediately become associated with Antiquity.

A mythological space 

 The connection between Antiquity and medal art has a long tradition. The art form has its origins in 
Renaissance Italy and this period’s flourishing attention towards Antiquity and antiquarianism. This interest led 
to increased devotion to Roman and Greek coins, and scholars were convinced, and rightly so, that, in particular, 
ancient Roman coins were not merely used as currency but also to honour the deeds of great men.13 Renais-
sance men also wanted their eloquence to endure humankind’s fragile memory and wished, perhaps inspired 
by Horace’s words “exegi monumentum aere perennius” (“to build a monument more durable than bronze”), for 
something that would preserve their deeds for future generations.14 Artists such as Antonio Pisanello (1395-1455) 
answered these calls. Pisanello rendered what is considered to be amongst the first portrait medals, borrowing 
form, material and commemorative appeal from ancient coins. Medal art quickly gained popularity and was soon   
of a fixture of princely art production all over Europe.15

 Medals combine several favourable aspects that allow the depicted person to spread his or her image, 
and just like ancient coins, they communicate authority and likeness.16 In addition, medals have a convenient size; 
they are easy to distribute, and their material, gold, silver and bronze, promises perpetuity. However, they inherit-
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ed yet another advantage. Medals usually consist of two sides; not only do they carry a portrait, a combination of 
an ideal and truthful likeness,17 but also a personal emblem accompanied by a fitting Latin inscription. Thereby, 
the obverse and reverse complete each other. This tendency evolved with the rise of the emblem during the 16th 
century. Emblems and medallic art have been closely entwined since the early stages of medals’ history.18 This 
mixture of subjects and symbols, executed by both image and text, offers a richness of possibilities that narrates 
complex topics.
 Medals became popular conversation pieces as they transferred ambition and information through por-
traits, narrative scenes, and symbolic devices.19 They were exchanged, used as gifts, decorations or even jewellery, 
but most of all they were discussed. Several sources narrate lively conversations discussing the portraits dis-
played on the medals, as well as the origin of images and texts depicted on the reverse.20 Decoding the image and 
its relation to the inscription was part of the charm. In addition to challenging contemporary viewers, the medals 
were meant to address posterity. In that way, it also appears evident why images inspired by Antiquity were used. 
These were believed to be eternal as well as the Latin language and like the medal, because of its material, to 
endure time. 21 
 Imagery alluding to ancient gods and heroes turned every medal into a mythological space, but the 
ultimate transition towards Antiquity would be to combine the antique-inspired imagery with ancient literary 
sources, creating a conglomerate of classical motifs, which opened up new associations (even if joining text and 
image was not employed during Antiquity in this way). In this manner, image and inscription would complement 
each other, thus being able to communicate an even more multifaceted theme. Well-known literary sources were 
adapted and reused on medals, and this changed context breathed new life into Ovid, Vergil and Horace. Con-
sequently, since the form and commemorative purpose of medals were inspired by ancient coins, and medals 
mostly conveyed ancient topoi, they thereby sum up the afterlife of Antiquity per se. 
 In order to unravel these implicit references to Antiquity, one must go beyond an image analysis. Here, 
Julia Kristeva’s concept of intertextuality inspired my approach of enfolding the underlying layers of the inscrip-
tion presented on the medals.22 According to this theory, a text is always in dialogue with other writings, implying 
that a text’s meaning is shaped by another, through alluding, quoting, translating or even ridiculing its predeces-
sor. Hence, this ‘other’ text would influence an audience’s interpretation and understanding of the ‘new’ text. The 
same applies to the interpretation of a medal. If a medal, for example, carries the inscription “that she be mine 
saved by my valour”, the viewer could read the words literally, but since in early modern times the stories narrated 
in the Metamorphoses were well renowned, the quote’s origin would be recognised. The viewer would be asked to 
add the quote’s original meaning to the new context, hence interpreting Perseus as Gustav III and Andromeda as 
a metaphor for Sweden. Furthermore, the combination of text and image in addition to Gustav III’s portrait would 
insinuate that the depicted monarch was as strong as the epic warrior, and thus a competent ruler.
 Since Kristeva coined the concept in 1967, then a theory in literary sciences, intertextuality has been fruit-
fully adapted within other disciplines, not least of which is art history. For instance, in art history, the concept could 
imply analysing an image, outlining its origin and examining how it works as a vehicle for a visual tradition, in fact, 
an approach quite similar to that of Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas.23 However, tracing the images’ origin would 
exceed the scope of this article. Instead, I will present a schematic overview of the most common practices of how 
antique literary sources were adapted on early modern Swedish medals. A straightforward interaction between 
the image and literary reference, as shown with the example of Gustav III’s medal might be easily detected, but an 
intrinsic allusion to the original context or word games, equally preferred methods, would require a closer look.

One with Rome and one with Antiquity 

 One person who truly was aware of the possibility of medals transmitting complex narratives was Queen 
Christina (1626-1689). Already during her regency in Sweden (1632-1654), Christina issued several medals with 
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antique-inspired imagery as the following example illustrates (fig. 2).24 In general, baroque horror vacui and so-
phisticated emblems dominated the visual repertoire at that time, which is why only a limited number of her 
medals display a flair for Antiquity as illustrated above. This tendency changed when Christina abdicated in 1654, 
converted to Catholicism and moved to Rome. From then on Christina’s medals show a dominant inclination to-
ward antique models. Christina’s decision to abdicate and leave the country was a big surprise and much to the 
annoyance of her former fellow countrymen, but it was indeed welcomed by supporters of the Counter-reforma-
tion, and not the least in Rome, where she arrived in late 1655 and took the new name, Maria Alexandra.25 During 
her years in Rome, Christina issued several medals that illustrated her views on politics and life.
 Presenting one’s life through medals was very much en vogue during the early modern times, and sev-
eral rulers commissioned such medallic biographies, amongst which Louis XIV’s Histoire Métallique might be the 
most prominent. Christina embraced this sophisticated method of illustrating her life and accomplishments and 
planned a series of 118 medals. The project was initialised around 1680 but never completed.26 Among the med-
als that Christina ordered, and which were finished, one commemorates her resolution to move to the Eternal 
City (fig. 3).27 On the obverse, Christina is portrayed facing right, robed in a tunic with a furred collar, which is 
fastened by a jewel. Her hair is elaborately dressed with braids and pearls that resemble ancient statues all’antica. 
Her title REGINA CHRISTINA (Queen Christina) surrounds her portrait, but without her previously designated titles, 
Queen of Swedes, Goths and Vandals.
 The reverse depicts Dea Roma, an allegorical figure representing the Eternal City, seated on a panoply of 
armour and weapons. With her left, she grasps a spear, and in her right hand, she holds an orb upon which stands 
a Victoriola, a small, winged Victory. The Victoriola is about to crown Dea Roma with a laurel wreath. Dea Roma 
was well established in ancient Roman iconography and repeatedly appeared on coins during the whole Roman 
Empire as illustrated by the following example (fig. 4).28 The coin depicts Dea Roma sitting on a throne, surrounded 
by weapons and her shield. She holds a spear in her left hand, and on her right hand, a Victoriola is about to crown 
her with a laurel wreath. The image is the same as on the medal, and Christina, who was an enthusiastic collector of 
ancient coins, could have sought out one of these as inspiration for this particular medal.29 
 The image on the medal is surrounded by a Latin text POSSIS NIHIL VRBE ROMA VISERE MAIVS, which reads 
in translation “May you never be able to behold anything greater than the city of Rome”. The verse derives from 
Horace’s Carmen Saeculare, a mythological and religious hymn addressed to Apollo and Diana, commissioned 
by Emperor Augustus for the Secular Games in 17 B.C. The extract chosen for the medal addresses the sun and 
reads in total: “Life-giving Sun who with your shining car bring forth the day and hide it away, who are born anew 
and yet the same may you never be able to behold anything greater than the city of Rome”.30 To employ this verse 
in combination with the image of Dea Roma is undoubtedly suitable, especially considering the fact that Christina 
had chosen Rome as her city of residence. Additionally, Dea Roma’s attributes, the Victoriola, might also refer to 
Christina’s triumph, which was what her trusted friend Cardinal Decio Azzolino called her abdication – a Victoria 
Maxima – the reason that brought Christina to Rome.31 Nevertheless, by viewing the inscription through the lens 
of intertextuality, it becomes apparent that the words could say more than the obvious – that Rome is the most 
marvellous place on earth. 
 In his poem, Horace praises Rome, and so does Christina. However, the knowledge of the whole verse – 
that it addresses the sun – offers an additional layer of interpretation. Because, besides comparing herself with 
the goddess of wisdom, Minerva, Christina frequently used to be represented as the sun, just like so many other 
rulers during the 17th century, and she did so especially on medals (fig. 5).32 Viewing the Dea Roma-medal with this 
information in mind, I suggest that the reference to Christina not only dwells in her portrait on the obverse but 
also in the quote written on the reverse. Consequently, the medal invites us to ‘view’ Christina on both sides.33 The 
statement to never behold anything more magnificent than the city of Rome was, of course, addressed to the view-
er of the medal. Since Christina embodied the sun as well, the medal, by Horace’s verse, also spoke to the ‘original’ 
addressee. Thus, the sun, here Christina, would never behold anything more marvellous than the Eternal City. 
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1 Medal, silver, coined, ø 55.94 mm, 73.45 g, artist: Lars Grandel 
(1750-1836), Rome and Stockholm 

3 Medal, bronze, coined, ø 62.02 mm, 93.09 g, artist: 
 Massimiliano Soldani Benzi (1656-1740), Rome

5 Medal, bronze, coined, ø 62.6 mm, 85.36 g, artist: 
 Massimiliano Soldani Benzi, Rome

2 Medal, silver, coined, ø 55.42 mm, 57.39 g, artist: Sebastian 
 Dadler (1586-1657), Stockholm

 In addition to the image and literary source, the medal’s material, bronze, further connotes to Roman coins 
or antique Greek statues, thereby even underlining the ‘antique’ character of the medal. The sculptor and medal-
list Massimiliano Soldani Benzi (1656-1740) was hired to execute the medal.34 Still, the iconography suggests that 
Christina, who was one of the most learned women of her time, likely provided the design for the medal. All in all, 
the Queen invented a clever conglomerate of ancient subjects, by material, image and literary motif, and the med-
al’s rich allusion to Antiquity is impeccable. Christina thereby becomes one with Rome and one with Antiquity.

A changed Antiquity

 While Christina took up residence in Rome, the fascination for Antiquity increased in Sweden, not the 
least because of the peregrinations of members of the nobility, the grand tour that led many young aristocrats 

4 Coin, bronze, coined, ø 35.2 mm, 27.29 g, ‘1 Sestertius’, Nero 
 A.D. 37-68 (issuer, depicted), Rome, c. A.D. 66
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and artists to Rome.35 Some of the young Swedish noblemen even called on Christina in Rome. So did, for in-
stance, Nicodemus Tessin the younger (1654-1728), who was particularly amazed by her vast art collection.36 
Rome and the classical monuments left a lasting impression on Tessin. When he had returned to Sweden, he 
became court architect and thereby also one of the most influential propagators of Italian Baroque and antique 
inspired art and architecture.37 The Roman influences revealed themselves in the cityscape of Stockholm, and 
likewise, the Swedish nobility’s desire for an antique flair expressed itself in art, ballet and literature.38 
 However, approximately one hundred years after Tessin’s grand tour of Rome, the fascination for Antiq-
uity had changed its expression in Sweden. Beginning with the mid-18th century, extravagant portraits depicting 
rulers as Roman gods were no longer in fashion. This downscaled version of Antiquity went hand in hand with 
the changing political landscape. While monarchs once were crowned by God’s grace and autonomous rulers, 
Sweden had been, as mentioned at the beginning, a constitutional monarchy since 1719 and governed by a par-
liament consisting of the Estates (the nobility, burghers, clergy, and peasants).39 The monarch had, in principle, 
no active political role. Therefore, society would undoubtedly regard it negatively if the king or even a nobleman 
compared himself to a Roman god on a medal. Nonetheless, the inclination towards Antiquity was still active; it 
was just more subtle than before. 
 The following medal depicts a jugate portrait of the king and queen40, Adolf Frederick from the House 
of Holstein Gottorp (1710-1771) and Louisa Ulrika of Prussia (1720-1782) (fig. 6).41 The couple’s titles encircle the 
portraits and confirm their identity. Adolf Frederick wears a wig, fashionably tied back, and a cuirass under which 
glimpses of his shirt and scarf are visible. Louisa Ulrika is likewise dressed in a fashionable gown, showing a low 
neckline adorned with pearls. The jugate portrait displays a slight variation of the medal’s relief – a background 
(Louisa Ulrika) and a foreground (Adolf Frederick), while their two busts are joined by a royal sash depicting the 
Swedish crowns.
 In comparison to Christina’s medal, the reverse does not illustrate any antique-inspired imagery. It shows 
the sun breaking through clouds and shining above a rocky landscape. A river meanders between the mountains 
and small tufts of grass. Almost unnoticeable on the left hilltop, the viewer is able to detect a winding tower, and, 
equally hidden, smoke rising from a tiny house. These small signs of human activity in combination with the ma-
jestic mountains suggest that the image displays a mine. The Latin inscription surrounding the image NEC VIDISSE 
SEMEL SATIS EST translates “to have seen it once is not enough”.42 The image does present a serene view, but the 
viewer of the medal would still be prompted to question if the inscription carries further associations, perhaps an 
eloquent riddle. 
 Rightly so, the inscription transmits an additional insight into the overall topic communicated by the medal. 
The text derives from the Aeneid, to be specific from Aeneas’s journey to the underworld that he undertook under 
the guidance of the Cumaean Sybil. The line itself recounts the moment when Aeneas’s fallen friends see him in the 
underworld, curiously wondering why he has come there. Still, the verse’s connection to the image depicted on the 
medal remains hidden, because what do Aeneas and the royal couple have in common? 
 The following medal is the result of a journey and a gift. In 1750, Adolf Frederick and Louisa Ulrika trav-
elled through Sweden visiting the country’s treasures, among them the silver mine in Sala.43 Delighted by the 
unusual experience, they immediately planned to call on the Royal Board of Mines, responsible for Sweden’s 
mining endeavours to learn more about the country’s resources. The Royal Board of Mines was particularly 
charmed by Adolf Frederick and Louisa Ulrika and wished to commemorate the great respect the royal visit en-
tailed. They struck two medals made of gold mined in the Swedish goldmine Ädelfors. One medal was formally 
given to Louisa Ulrika for her to put  in her collection, and the other one was placed in the collection owned by 
the Royal Board of Mines.44

 As custom required, the royal couple reciprocated the gift and issued a medal in return; namely the one 
presented above. Besides responding to the preceding gift, Adolf Frederick and Louisa Ulrika had to exceed it, 
and they did so by charging the medal with a witty undertone. They chose an apt inscription to accompany the 
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medal’s image, which in addition to charming the Royal Board of Mines would also spark a conversation. Because, 
by reading the inscription word by word, the viewer could understand the couple’s enjoyment of the visit to the 
mine. However, being aware of the verse’s original context would present the viewer – the Royal Board of Mines 
– with a sophisticated analogy; namely that Adolf Frederick and Louisa Ulrika, like Aeneas, had travelled to the 
underworld, since a mine also was situated below the surface of the earth. The medal edition, which Adolf Fred-
erick and Louisa Ulrika commissioned and financed was given in gold to the board’s president and in silver to the 
remaining members. 45

 While for today’s viewer the medal exchange might seem somewhat peculiar, during the 18th century these 
sorts of interactions were part of the political game, and the involved parties nourished these relationships by 
gifts and pleasantries to keep them flourishing. Also, maintaining good relations with companies such as the Royal 
Board of Mines was particularly crucial because they oversaw the country’s treasures, which lent Sweden cultural 
and financial prestige,  very similar to well-tended fields or productive manufactories.46 
 The same year, King Frederick I (1676-1751), Adolf Frederick’s predecessor, was likewise involved in a medal 
celebrating the founding of Jernkontoret, the industrial organisation of iron manufacturing (fig. 7).47 The obverse 
depicts Frederick I in profile, wearing a peruke, cuirass and royal sash, and surrounded by his titles. The reverse 
displays an anvil, bellow, hammer, cornucopia and a caduceus placed in a non-specific landscape. The inscription, 
written like a semicircle above the image reads HORTOR AMARE FOCOS (I urge you to love your hearths).48 Again, 
reading the inscription word by word would provide a sufficient connection to the image; however, what would 
the knowledge of the original context of the literary source reveal? 

6 Medal, silver, coined, ø 51.42mm, 57.65g, 
 artist: Daniel Fehrman (1710-1780), Stockholm 

7 Medal, silver, coined, ø 54.96mm, 72.69g, 
 artist: D. Fehrman, Stockholm

Sources for images: Uppsala University coin cabinet
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 The inscription has its origin in the Aeneid and refers to the wandering Trojans, who thought that they 
had found their new home in Crete.49 In its original context, the word focos alludes to the stove of a home, and 
Aeneas encourages the Trojans, tired of their exhausting journey, to build a new home for them. Here, it seems, 
the acquaintance with the literary source would rather confuse the interpretation of the medal, and indeed, it 
does not provide additional clarification of the image. Instead, it offers something different. This seemingly far-
fetched connection to the literary source hides a play with words. The word focos (lat. focus, foci) can relate to 
both hearths, fireplaces and the stove at home. Therefore, it often stands metonymically for ‘home’ or, in general, 
any human-built fireplace, and consequently, also the hearth of a smithy, which would include anvil, bellow and 
hammer. Thus, like Aeneas encouraged his companions to love their newly found home, Jernkontoret celebrated 
the manufacturing  of iron. Iron was for a long time Sweden’s most important export good, which is why, in es-
sence, the hearts of the Swedish smithies actually provided for the hearths at home. Such a play with image and 
words was particularly appreciated, and the solution of such riddles would be an enjoyable game. 
 The Aeneid was among the most frequently read ancient texts during the 18th century, and therefore it 
comes as no surprise that verses were commonly picked from Vergil’s work to embroider the topics communicated 
by medals. In that way, these rather young industrial organisations employed the tradition of Antiquity by incorpo-
rating an antique flair and transmitting a noble elegance and excellence. 
 During the late 18th century, the interest in the classical heritage was prominent in the whole of Europe. This 
tendency is not least noticeable in the designation ‘Neoclassical’ that was given to the movement. Architecture and 
the decorative arts are today perhaps the most prominent indicators of this period, but activities such as collecting 
coins and medals were likewise references to Antiquity. Collecting, exchanging and discussing these objects be-
came a social engagement and an ideal opportunity to exhibit one’s cultural interest and knowledge about art and 
literature.50 Thus, it appears self-evident that not only medals were chosen to commemorate Adolf Frederick’s and 
Louisa Ulrika’s visit to the mine, or the founding of Jernkontoret, but also that these objects were supposed to carry 
references to antique literature.

Summary and conclusions

 Coming back to the question posed in the beginning: in what ways are the classical topoi reused and 
adapted to the new context? It could be answered by stating that ancient literature – Vergil’s Aeneid and Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses appear as the most popular sources51 – inspiring  not only the visual execution of the medal but 
also influencing the possibilities of interpretation. Sometimes the literary source was slightly changed and there-
by gained an altered association, and sometimes the inscription and image were merely peripherally related, or 
even appeared far-fetched. However, the inscription on the medal was always in dialogue with the original text, 
and the original context of the literary source was a vital part of viewing the medal. Christina’s reference to the 
sun would have remained hidden if the viewer of the medal  had not recognised Horace’s verse. Likewise, the 
comparison of the royal couple’s visit to a mine with Aeneas’s trip to the underworld would have gone unnoticed 
if the viewer  had not identified the allusion. Nonetheless, the connection could also be simple and straightfor-
ward, like Gustav III’s reference to Perseus.
 To conclude, the cases have shown that references to Antiquity could present themselves in a variety of 
shapes. Enfolding the inscriptions and highlighting their original context enhanced the iconographic analysis 
of the medals and allowed a better understanding (of the above-discussed objects closer to their intended pur-
pose. The Latin words and the story that they conveyed were believed to be eternal and, just like the medal, were 
believed to endure time. Thereby, the medal, by both text and image, not only reinforced the flair of Antiquity, it 
even transformed the very same and brought it to life again. 
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Ylva Haidenthaller

Preuzimanje i prilagodba antike: uporaba antičkih toposa na medaljama ranog modernog doba

Ikonografija na medaljama jest ponajprije složena interakcija između slike i teksta, kao ni u jednom drugom likovnom medi-
ju. Natpis je važan sastavni dio interpretacije medalje; najčešće se referira na antički tekst te je stoga neophodno kod istra-
živanja poznavati izvorni kontekst nastanka medalje. Natpis može upućivati na književni izvor, pritom nadopunjujući sliku i 
komunicirajući višeznačnu poruku. U ovom se radu predlaže uvođenje intertekstualnosti u ikonografsku analizu, kako bi se 
omogućilo iznalaženje značenja blisko izvornome. U tekstu se, na primjer, pokazuje da medalja s prikazom kraljice Kristine 
na prednjoj strani i Dea Roma na naličju, u kombinaciji s Horacijevim stihom - “neka nikada ne ugledate nešto veće od grada 
Rima” - sadrži  dodatno tumačenje koje nije razumljivo samo uz prevođenje latinskih riječi. Horacijev stih izvorno se obraća 
suncu, pa je Kristina, koja se često uspoređivala sa suncem, svjesno iskoristila ovu aluziju. Gotovo stotinu godinu kasnije, 
prinčevski par Adolf Frederik i Luiza Ulrika obilježili su svoj posjet rudniku srebra u Sali izdavanjem medalje. Osim prikaza 
rudnika, medalja nosi stih iz Eneide o Enejevom putovanju u Podzemlje, pozivajući se na prinčevski boravak ispod zemlje. 
Budući da su medalje bile popularni medij za prenošenje poruka, ova aluzija nije prošla nezapaženo. Sadržavajući reference 
na antičke tekstove – književne tekstove koji su suđeni da traju i prenose velika djela budućim generacijama – uz oblike, 
namjenu i trajne materijale, medalje utjelovljuju nasljedovanje antike per se. 
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